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If you are visiting Italy for the times, you should add a trip to
the Colosseum, a place with an amazing historical
significance. You can visit the Colosseum official website to
learn about the place, but visiting that place personally will
offer a different experience. You can also book a private or
guided Colosseum tour to make your trip more interesting,
and for this, you can always take the help of Colosseum's
official ticket booking partner. Here, we have listed-down
some interesting information that can help you in planning
your Colosseum trip. Let's have a look. 

1Inrtroduction



If you wish to visit the Amphitheatre's areas that are
restricted to the public, you will have to book a guided
Colosseum tour. With this, you will find tour guides who are
licensed and knowledgeable experts and know everything
about the Colosseum as well as its history. They can
explain everything, from the construction of the
Amphitheatre to the decline of the place. Besides, there are
some other amazing benefits you can enjoy, such as: 

·You will get skip-the-line tickets for all tours. 
·As you will get local guides, they will definitely add an
authentic flavour to your Colosseum tours. 
·You can choose the tour language based on your
requirements. With an official Colosseum tour service
provider, you can choose from different languages,
such as English, Spanish, French, German and more. 
·The best part is that you will also get a free cancellation
facility. That means if you are cancelling your tickets 48
hours before the scheduled time, you will get your
money back. 
·When you book your tour tickets with Colosseum tour
official partners, you will get instant confirmation of your
tickets. 
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Even though the Hypogeum, which is two-levelled rooms,
corridors and access points, may not be easily visible, they
can be toured if you have booked a guided tour. There, you
can find tunnels that were used by the Vestal and Emperor
Virgins to enter the arena without going through the
crowds.  
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Avoid the Busiest Season for a Hassle-Free Experience
If you ask us about the worst time to visit the Colosseum,
then we would say it's during the summer. Even though the
Summer in Italy feels lovely and comfortable, you should
always keep in mind that the Colosseum remains crowded
from July to August. If you visit during this time, you may
face extended wait times and lines.
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Reach The Destination Before 8:30 AM
First of all, book your tickets in advance and another
important thing to keep in mind is you should try to visit the
place before 8:30 AM. Line can start forming from 7 AM and
if you arrive late or at 8:30 AM, then you will have to wait in
a very long queue. So, arrive at 7:30 and grab a spot. 

Free Entry on Sunday 
To enter the Colosseum, you must carry a valid ticket.
However, you can enjoy a free entry to the Colosseum
during every month's first Sunday. If you are visiting without
any guided or private tour, then it can take hours to get an
entry. So, we would suggest you book a tour to make the
process hassle-free. Many service providers offer discounts
and you can book a tour package under your budget. 



If you try and plan perfectly, then you may be able to visit
the Colosseum on your own. However, if you are travelling
with your family and don't want to deal with the long lines
to get your entry, you can choose to book a guided
Colosseum tour. While you can book such tours from the
Colosseum official website, you can also contact
Colosseum official tour partners such as Rome Colosseum
Tour for this. With them, you will enjoy an unforgettable
experience. When you book a guided tour, you will also
enjoy access to the restricted areas. Visit their official
website now for more information and book your ticket. 
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